GRANGUANCHE AUDAX
Rider Agreement

Rider Agreement
I understand GranGuanche Audax is a self-supported single-stage race and I am aware of what it
means. I acknowledge the race goes by a demanding route that includes serious climbs, high
mountains, remote areas, dangerous sections and public roads. I know exhaustion, sleep deprivation
and night rides add even more hazards to the race.
Race rules
I have read and understood the GranGuanche Audax rules, I agree with those rules and I will observe
serf-support principles. I acknowledge the event schedule, I am aware of what entry fee includes and
I agree with the refund policy. I will agree and accept Race Directions decisions including time
penalties or ejections. I am older than 18 and I am responsible to comply with local laws. I will take
part with all mandatory equipment. I understand how the GPRS tracking system works, I will be
responsible for my tracking device and I will return it before the established deadline.
Insurance and responsibilities
I am aware Race Direction will not provide any kind of insurance, emergency rescue or race marshall.
I understand and agree that Race Direction will not be held responsible for any direct or indirect
damage that may occur to Me or I may cause to other parties or the environment.
I consider myself an experienced rider, properly trained, skilled and equipped to take part in this kind
of race. I am fully responsible for any direct or indirect damage that may occur to Me or I may cause
to other parties or the environment. I consent to emergency medical treatment in case of illness or
injury, I will be responsible for all related costs. I have a liability, death, accident and health insurance
covering emergency extraction and repatriation insurance valid for the whole duration of the event.
Liability waiver
I want to enter the GranGuanche Audax event. In signing this release, I acknowledge that I understand
its intent, and I for myself, my heirs and representatives, do hereby agree and will absolve and hold
harmless the organisers, volunteers, sponsors, other participants and any other parties connected
with this event singularly and collectively, from and against any blame and liability for any injury,
harm, loss, inconvenience or any other damage of any kind whatsoever, which may result from or be
connected in any way to my participation in the event.
Rider
Full Name
ID or Passport number
Date and Sign
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